Test your knowledge of UN databases

[UNBIS] Pick a topic/keyword and check the UNBIS Thesaurus. Is there a preferred term to use? What are the related terms listed?

___________________________________________________________

[UNBIS] Locate the latest General Assembly resolution on the right to water. Remember to consult the UNBIS Thesaurus. What is the publication date of this resolution?

___________________________________________________________

[UNBIS] Locate speeches by Canadian representatives re: indigenous peoples. What is the document symbol for the speech by Greg Dempsey from 26 November 2012? What did Mr. Dempsey say in relation to the UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples?

___________________________________________________________

[UNBIS] Locate the voting record for the General Assembly’s resolution on the human right to water and sanitation. How did Canada vote? Using the document symbol, locate the full text of the resolution.

___________________________________________________________

[Classic catalogue] Perform the following advanced search in the classic catalogue and explore the various locations for the items in the results.
Subject: Water – Law and legislation
Any (keyword): “United Nations”

___________________________________________________________

[UNTS] Using the title search, find the most recent treaty agreement on the topic of climate. When did the agreement come into force and what countries are participants to the agreement?

___________________________________________________________

Questions? Contact: catherine.mcgoveran@uottawa.ca